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Arctic Arrangements

The summer recess is now over - not that late July and early August were the best of 
holiday months this year! - and Parliament reassembled early in September in 
Brussels. The Foreign Affairs Committee had arranged a very interesting hearing on 
the so-called "High North" - the region surrounding the North Pole - and the political 
implications of territorial claims and mineral deposits. One realises that the demands 
of Russia, Canada and Northern Europe have the potential to cause serious ructions 
but the really interesting country is Greenland. A vast area with a small population, it 
is part of Denmark but not of the European Union. It joined when Denmark did but, in 
a subsequent referendum, withdrew and is now seeking complete independence from 
Denmark. This will pose some fascinating dilemmas!

Stones & Iran

The other issue on our agenda was Iran, with particular reference to the stoning of the 
Iranian woman, Sakineh Mohammadi-Ashtiani. There is outrage generally about the 
antics of Iranian Police and Courts but this case sums it all up. Are we just whistling 
in the wind? Yes, probably - but the need to focus the world's attention on these 
barbaric acts is overwhelming.

Ulster

Just before the recess, I had dinner with Sir Reg Empey, the leader of the Ulster 
Unionists. He was in Brussels to see Commissioners and was able to brief me on the 
current security situation in the Province.
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There is no doubt that there are some worries about the activities of Republican 
splinter groups but, so far, the extreme Loyalists have not responded. Sir Reg thought 
that the economic situation was largely to blame but that a firm grip had to be exerted 
to prevent things deteriorating further.

It's Just Not Cricket!

My son, James, and I were at the Lord's Test Match on the very day that all the 
cheating is alleged to have occurred and a very fine day's cricket it was. Magnificent 
bowling by the young Pakistani, subsequently accused, took five early wickets and 
then two England batsmen set new records in saving the match. All the more sad then, 
to read afterwards of the supposed fixing of no-balls for money. It leaves a nasty taste 
in the mouth. And then to come back to Parliament and be lobbied by Pakistan's 
Government for money for those devastated by the floods! Which is the cause and 
which the effect?

Parliamentary Antics

There was disbelief, consternation and then anger in Strasbourg this week when the 
Conference of Presidents (of Parliamentary Groups) decided on Monday that MEPs 
would be "forced" to attend a Parliamentary session on Tuesday to hear President 
Barroso. He was due to make his first "State of the Union" speech as provided for 
under the Lisbon Treaty and the obsessive Eurofanatics were determined to show that 
the "Dear Leader" had a popular and large audience - as opposed to the usual scantily-
attended chamber. These idiots, opposed by Conservative MEPs, demanded that all 
MEPs should attend - and vote to demonstrate that attendance - or forfeit half a day's 
pay and allowances.



What arrant and arrogant nonsense, more like North Korea than European 
Parliamentary democracy! Eventually, the powers-that-be saw some sense or were 
shamed by the uproar and withdrew the proposal and, accordingly, we listened to a 
boring, cliché-ridden sermon from Barroso that sent most of us to sleep.

Ministerial Visit

Our new Tory Europe Minister, David Liddington MP, visited us for the first time last 
week and spent all of 30 minutes of his two-day schedule with his Conservative 
MEPs. Whilst David is a good friend and colleague (he has been my mother's MP for 
years), I had to point out to him that we preferred that he rather than his Civil Servants 
should run his diary and that we preferred to be talked "with" rather than "at". I think 
he got the message!

Golf In Wales

The Ryder Cup - Europe versus the USA - is in Wales this year and my Welsh 
colleague, Kay Swinburne, held a reception in Parliament last week for all involved. 
A light-hearted event with a serious purpose and enjoyed by all.

Cheshire's Canals

I used part of the recess to travel the Cheshire Ring in our narrowboat and, although, 
the weather was appalling, it did allow Dulcie and I to see part of the region from an 
entirely different perspective.



Rural or urban canals show you parts of Britain that you simply do not see from other 
modes of transport. We picked up the ring just short of Leigh and travelled through 
Sale, Preston Brook, Lymm, Macclesfield, Congleton, Marple and Manchester - 97 
miles, 92 locks - and despite the rain, enjoyed ourselves immensely, without leaving 
the Constituency!
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